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INTRODUCTION 
The word meaning~, or concepta, and background experiences a child 
brings to reading will greatlY affect his appreciation, interpretation, 
enjoyment and understanding of that complex process. 
Wrightl insists that: "A wide background of experience is a 
big asset . The child must experience the si tua.tions about which he 
reads if they are to have any meaning or significance for him. Our 
interpretations of vicarious experience must be based on our own ex-
perience. " 
In the kindergarten a major task is to determine which experiences 
are necessar,y for success in beginning reading; to find out which of 
those experiences and concepts are lacking in the child's background 
and to devise ways in which the concepts and experiences m~ be pro-
vided before reading begins . 
According to Smith: 110ur job in the readiness period is not that 
of teaching printed symbols and thought interpretation of them, our 
job at this stage· is largely that of establishing referents for words 
. . 
to which the child may refer in interpreting symbols later on. "2 
1. Effie B. Wright, "Getting Ready for Reading: No One Mold," 
Elementary English, (October, 1950) 27:373 . 
2. Nila B. Smith, "Reading Readiness - Semantic Implications,"' 
Elementary English Review, (December, 1949) 26:452 . 
vii 
Bannonl studied comprehension problems in kindergarten, and 
concluded that "there was no field in which the word knowledge of 
the child could be called adequate." 
It would, then, seem necessary for the kindergarten teacher 
to ~now what experiences and concepts lack meaning for her particular 
children in order to provide a language program which will be both 
useful and effective . 
The purpose of this study was to determine the vocabulary 
knowledge and experience background 95 kindergarten children have in 
relation to ~hree basal reading series for first grade: Curriculum 
Foundation; Ginn ~ic Readers; and Alice and Jerry Basic Reading 
Program. 
1 . Mary E. Bannon, "Some Comprehension Problem .. s in the Kindergarten," 
Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University, 1950. 
CMAPTER I 
SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH 
CHAPTER I 
SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH 
The research presented ill this chapter will cover the influence of 
experience background on reading; the development of meaning vocabular-
ies; vocabular;y status studies; and the relation ~f sex, socio-economic 
background, and intelligence to vocabulary growth. 
1. The Influence of Experience Background on 
Reading 
The influence of a rich experiential background on reading must not 
be under-estimated. The conclusions of resear chers in the field of 
reading repeatedly and continually stress its importance to the under-
standing and interpretation of word symbols • 
Vandeberg 1 states: 
"Experiences are the foundation for understanding. 
Without experiences from which to draw, a child cannot talk 
fluently or with muck richness of ideas, cannot grasp the 
concepts and vocabular;y of readin&, cannot write creative~,. 
cannot even listen with any degree of understanding." 
1. Ethyl Vandeberg, "Readiness for Language Arts Begins in · the 
Kindergarden, n Elementary School Journal (April, 1953), 
53:448. 
2. 
Bettsl describes the development of reading ability as prima.ri~ 
a ~~o~lem of language. "When a child is reaey for reading, he has 
acquired a !und of in!ornation from his experiences and has developed 
reasonable !acilit.y in the use of language for the purpose ot dealinc 
with these experiences." 
Gra;r2 lists seyen specific prerequisites to reading: . 
1. Wide experience 
2. Reasonable facility in the use of ideas 
). Reasonable command of simple English sentences 
4. A relatively wide speaking yocabula:cy 
5. Accuracy in enunciation and pronunciation 
6. Reasonable accuracy in auditory and visual discrimination 
7. Keen interest in learning to read 
Gra;r3 further states that "a wealth of vivid experiences related 
to the interests of the pupils is of prime importance in preparing them 
to interpret intelligently what they read." The larger the number of 
interesting experiences, the broader the background for interpretation." 
1. Emmett A. Betts, "Factors in Readiness tor Readini1 " 
Educational Administration and Supervision (April, 1943), 
29:199· 
2. William s. Gray, "The Teaching o! Reading: A Second Report, 11 
Thirt%-eixth ·Yearbook Part I, National Society for the Stud;y 
of cation, 1937, PUblic School Publishing Company, Bloom-
ington, Illinois, PP• 81-82. 
3. Ibid., p. 82. 
J. 
Betts, l commenting on the importance of background to inter-
preta.tion, notes that: "Reading or interpretation requires a 'taking 
to' the printed page, hence a rich background o! information is essential 
to comprehension. Experiential background therefore becomes one of the 
primary .factors in reading readiness." 
The lack of rich background experiences can be a crippling handi-
cap. "Until a child has done some things, gone some places, and seen 
many things, reading cannot take on much meanin,;," according to 
Cundift.2 ttThere must be some association between what he reads and 
wba t he knows, between wba t he lalows and the new ideas which he gets 
from reading.u 
Betts3 tells us : 
11Children who have neTer been on a train or have never 
had even vicarious experiences with trains would have ex-
treme difficulty in dealing with a story-about a 'Pullman' 
a 'porter' , an 1 engineer' , a 1 conductor 1 , and the like. 
To have meaning words lllUSt refer to something within the 
child's experience; otherwise he will be taught to verba-
lize, using words about words and so on." 
Hansen,4 ii1 agreement with Betts, states, "child whose pre-school 
horizon has never extended beyond his own front yard is landicapped. 
1. 
2. 
Op. cit., p. 214. 
R. E. Cundiff, "Children's Reading Interests," Peabodz Journal or 
Education, (May, 1948), 25:259. 
Op• cit., P• 214. 
Rovma Hansen, "For the Teacb3r or Beginning Reading," Childhood 
Education, (December, 1929), 6:157. 
His progress is retarded by not having sufficient information when it 
is most needed." 
Other things being equal, backgrounds can be developed. Hansenl 
tells us that readiness is not acquired at a definite time or in a 
defined way, but that it develops with the child's widening social con-
tacts and his language acquisitions. Such readiness is based upon an 
accumulation of experiences in the home, outs ide the home, and in s chool. 
It is a gradual:I.J' developing process and a continuity of experiences as 
in living. 
We do not wait for readiness -we prepare for it -we dewlop it. 
According to Millman, 2 "appreciation, feeling, and meanin~ come before 
techniques or manipulation of symbols. Therefore we provide the children 
with a background of meaningful experiences before an attempt is made 
to teach them symbols which stand for ideas and meanings." 
JA!veloping background experieRces. - The time and place for 
developing background experiences for children who lack those experiences 
necessary for sucress in reading is before reading begins. Vandeberg3 
points out that: 
1. Ibid. 
2. Ellen Millman, "Hovr Reading and Other Aids to Learning May Be 
Coordinated to Promote Growth In and Through Reading, 11 Keeping 
Reading Pro'1ams Abreast of the Times, Supplenentacy Eduoational 
Monograph, October, 1950), 12:45. 
3. Op• Cit., P• 448. 
"The kindergarten is an ideal setting in which 
to expand children's experiential background, and by 
closely co-operating with the first grade teacher 
(the kindergarten teacher) can provide the experiences 
fundamental to understanding the learnings of the 
primary grades." 
This idea is reenforced by DeBoer who states :1 
"That the quality of interpretation in reading 
depends on the resources which the reader brings to 
the printed page is well known. That the reading 
experience itself enriches the resources which the 
reader may bring to new situations is equally well 
known. In this reciprocal action between the reader 
and his reading lies the key to the power of discrimi-
nation in the reading process. 
The implications that this interaction between past 
experience and reading has for the reading program are 
far-reaching. They include, of course, the familiar, 
but frequent~ violated principle that a wide variety 
of first hand experience should be built in preparation 
for the reading experience." 
The role of the teacher in providing rich experiences in the 
classroom is dis cussed by Aus tin2 who asserts : 
"Developing a setting that is conduciye to 
maximum progress and growth in reading implies 
from the beginning that the physical environment, 
the curriculum and the emotional climate of the 
classroom must arouse the child's curiosity and 
stimulate him to gain new understandings.'' 
1. John J. DeBoer, "Cultivating Powers of Discrimination in Reading," 
The School Review, (Jamary, 1949), 57:32-33. 
2. Ma.:cy 'C. Austin, "How to Develop A Classroom Environment and 
Cliuna te that Insures Maximum Progress In and Through Readini," 
Keeping Reading Abrean of the Times, Supplementary Educational 
Monograph, (October, 1956), 72:92. 
6. 
Vandebergl lists some experiences which might be provided for 
kindergarten children. She includes such things as excursions to 
farms, business places and parks; trips to watch construction of 
buildings, sidewalks, and roads; and walks to observe and collect 
leaves, flowers and stones and so on. She reminds us, however, that 
ttmerely providing such experiences will not necessarily build readi-
ness .u The child must be made more aware of his experiences and must 
be able to regard them objectively. "This can be accomplished by 
careful planning and by talking with them about what they see and 
do . " 
Parker2 reminds us tha. t the extent to which an individual partici-
pates in learning experiences planned for him "depends primarily upon 
the meaningfulness with which he discovers relationships between learn-
ing experiences and his goals which he is sure are sufficient. " 
The need to know and understand the child in order to set up the 
kind of classroom environment in which pupils can grow is evidenced by 
Austin 1s3 statement: 't.The degree to which the primary teacher 1knows 11 
her children determines her ability to help each child achieve maximum 
development, commensurate with his capacity, potentiality and interest. 1 
1. Op. cit. , P• 449. 
2 . Cecil J. Parker, rtExperien ces to Meet Goals, 11 Educational Ieader-
ship, (June, 1949), 6:199. 
3 . Op• cit. , PP• 96-97· 
Studies of background experience. - Several studies have been 
made to detemine what experience backgrounds children have. 
Hilliard and Troxelll investigated the bearing of a rich infor-
ma.tional background on reading readiness and reading progress. With 
the help of kindergarten teachers 'thv made a s tuey of the informa-
tional background of certain children from the time they entered 
kindergarten to grade two to determine the relative effects of rich 
and meager informational background on reading readiness and achieTement. 
They gound that kindergarten children with a rich background were 
two months ahead of those with a meager background and five months 
ahead at the end of grade two. 
others, including Ba.nnon,2 Genua,3 and Hennesseyh .have studied 
the problem seriously. 
1. G. H. Hilliard and E. Troxell, "Informational Background as a Factor 
in Reading Readiness · and Reading Progress, 11 Elementary School 
J ournalJ (recember, 1937). 
2. M. E. Bannon, "Some Comprehension Problems in Kindergarten," 
Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University, School of 
Education, 1950. 
3. Florence P. Genua, "Background Experiences of First Grade 
Children From Winston Basal Readers For Grade One, 11 Unpublished 
Master's Thesis, Booton University School of Education, 1952. 
4. Geraldine P. Hennesseey, "The Analysis of S0me Comprehension 
Problems of Kindergarten Children, 11 Unpublished Service Paper, 
Boston UniTersity, 1949. 
Bannonl studied the experience background of kindergarten 
children in relation to readers (including pre-primers, primers, 
and first readers) to discover the meanings they had for certain 
words which might be considered possible causes of confus i on to 
e. 
them. The experien~ f'ie~d found to be most familiar was transpor-
tation with a score of 74.5 percent of' the words in this field known. 
The children were least familiar with the field of' nature. 
Hennesser in a stucy preceding Bannon's had discovered that: 
"The fact that the child has a rich concept of 
another meaning of the word while he has only a plr-
tial concept of the word in the meaning he will encounter 
in beginning reading, indicates the need for wider 
experiences to clarify and enrich the meaning which 
will be necessary for a successful approach to 
din II rea g. 
Enright,3 who made a study to determine the specialized or 
unusual experience words presented in grade one books, tested groups 
of' kinder~rten children. She concluded that in no experience field 
was there complete knowledge. 
Genua, 4 in her doctors thesis, attempted to find the experiences 
1. Op. cit., 
2. Hennessey, Op• cit., p. 27. 
3. Elizabeth L. Enright, 11 The Ana~is of Kindergarten Children's 
Speaking Vocabulary in Relation to First Grade Reading," 
Unpublished Master's Thessis, Boston University, School of 
Education, 1943. 
4. Op• cit., p. 43. 
9· 
first grade children had acquired before any formal reading is begun. 
She states: 
ttThere was a wide difference in background ex-
pe.riences exhisited by these beginning first graders. 
Therefore, it is necessary that diverse activities 
be included in the curriculUm to provide the children 
with the needed experiences. n 
Experiences in the field of natural science, dramatic characters, 
number concepts, and places were found to be lacking in the children's 
backgrounds. There were no experiences with which the children had 
complete familiarity. Thus, there CC!-n be no justification for excludinc 
aey of them from an enriched program. 
2. The ~velopment of a Meaning 
Vocabulary 
The value of a wide meaning vocabulary. - Authorities in the field 
of reading point out that a wide meaning vocabulary is essential to 
learning to read. 
According to Gray:l 
"The practical value of a wide meaning vocabulary 
is obvioua. It is an essential means of interchanging 
ideas and of acquiring new experience. Unless children 
at~Ch clear accurate meanings to words, their oral and 
wr~n language is often inaccurate and ineffective. 
Furthermore, they are unable to acquire readi~, either 
through listening, or through reading, new ideas which 
the school may contribute." 
1. w. S. Gray and E. Holmes, The Development of Meaning Vocabularies 
in Reading, An ~rimental Studz, Publications of the Liboratory 
Schools of the ~ersit.y of Chicago, (February, 1930) 6:1. 
' 
Simsl states: 
"A child's reading vocabulary is a vocabulary of 
meanings, and· if he lacks meanings or concepts with 
which to read, his attempt to read becomes verbalism -
mere word recognition and reproduction ... 
10. 
Fovrler2 contends th:it in order "to play any role in child develop-
ment, language must have meaning for the child - he must understand it 
before he can respond to it or use it." 
The teacher's task. - It becomes obvious that a major goal in 
teaching should be the development of a meaning vocabulary. 
Gray3 maintains, nOne of the important duties of all teachers is 
the deTelopment of adequate meaning vocabularies on the part of her 
pupilB." 
l 
McKee4 refers to the development of a meaning vocabulary as the 
"fundamental task.'' He notes that this must be done through the building 
of concepts, understandings, and meanings. 
1. Ruth L. Sims, "Concept Analysis of Primers and Preprimers, '' 
Elementary English Review, (December, 1938), 15:302. 
2. Marie Belle · Fowler, "The Role of Language in Ear~ Child 
Development," _ Childhood Education, (February, 1941), 17:247. 
3. Gray, op. cit. , p. 1. 
4. Pau:J, McKee, "Vocabulary Development," Thirt;v..Sixth Yearbook of tm 
National Society for the Sutdy of Educa. tion, Part I, Bloomington 
Public School Publishing Company, 1931, 1:279• 
ll. 
This premise is indorsed by Sims 1 who asserts "the development of 
many accurate concepts in the mind of the child becomes the most funda-
mental step in the beginning reading program and is to be accomplished 
during that part of the reading program known as the preparatory period." 
Millman 2 points out: 
"One of the major tasks of the growing child is 
learning word'3 and meanings. The learning begins soon 
after ·birth and continues as long as he liTes. The 
need to enlarge vocabulary and deepen understanding 
of word meanings presents a challenge to teachers 
from nursery school through college • 11 
Crosscup3 made a surYe;r and ana:Qsis of methods and techniques for 
fostering the growth of a meaning vocabulary. He cautions: 
"The teaching of word meanings cannot be Mnsidered 
apart from the classrooJIS situation as a whole, that is, 
apart from the kind of classroom situation in which words 
and their concepts are to be used as the tools of learn-
ing. It 
Words represent experience. Da.le4 says that they are n ••• the 
deposit of experience - the result of what we have done or are thinking. 
1. Sims, op. cit., p. 302. 
2. 
3. Richard B. Cross cup, "A Survey and Analysis of Metho~ and 
Techniques for Fostering Growth of Meaning :Vocabulary, 
Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston UniTersity, 1940, p. 64. 
4. Edgar Iale, "The Problem of Vocabulary in Reading, " Edu-
cational Research Bulletin, (May 9, 1956), 35:113. 
12. 
They are the bearers of meaning - the symbols which represent experience. 
Words represent the concepts, the distillate o;f previous experience." 
Therefore, he cautions us not to call the vocabulary of individuals 
whom we are trying to teach mere words. 
It has been established that vocabulary is one of the most important 
elements affecting comprehension in reading. 
Simsl conducted a study which analyzed the concepts of primers and 
pre-primers. She concluded: 
"As the child's vocabulary of meanings increasss, he 
progresses from the preparatory level to the level of 
initial instruction. Here the concepts or meanings he 
has acquired form the basis for early chart reading 
rna terial. Soon the child is able to read pre-primers, 
primers and other books provided the concepts contained 
therein are familiar to him." 
Herbers2 investigated the comprehension problems of 30 pupils in 
the third grade. She found that: 
1. Various inadequate and incorrect concepts of words, 
phrases, and sentences existed. 
2. Pupils frequently had hazy or erroneous concepts of 
the material which they used with apparent facility. 
1. Ruth Sims, op. cit., p. 302. 
2. Sister M. B. -Herbers, "Comprehension Diffic:ulties in a Third 
Grade Reader," Elementary English Review, (February, 1939), 
16:56-57. 
3. fupils did not have adequate understanding of all 
items to which they responded correctly in the 
yes-no or multiple choice test. 
4. Pupils were not always consistent in their re-
actions to the same items on different type 
tests. 
13. 
Herbers concluded, "'?his lack of agreement suggests that ability 
to respond to a word in one type of situation does not necessarily 
indicate that understanding is complete." 
In order to secure a clearer understanding of the nature of 
meaning vocabularies, Gray and Holmesl carried on a series of studies 
at the fourth grade level. They determined that, "The meanings which a 
child derives from ear:cy experiences are associated sooner or later with 
spoken words." Thus they judge the most significant and most widely 
accepted statement concerning the nature of meaning to be that it 
arises out of personal experiences. 
If his experiences are rich and meaningful, the child is apt to 
acquire increasing power in comprehension and use of language resulting 
in a larger meaning Tocabulary. 
!4. C. Serra2 reviewed research relating to vocabulary develof,mint. 
Commenting on how concepts are developed, Serra states: 
1. Qe• cit., p. 7. 
2. M. c. Serra, 11 How to Develop Concepts and Their Verbal 
Representations~" Elementary School Journal, 53:276 
(January, 1953). 
11Conoepts exist on all levels of complexity. A 
concept can be based on one experience with an object 
or upon a multi tude of experiences, and jj; will in-
crease in complexity with the amount of experience • 
• • • • Any printed statement of a concept is only one 
expression out of an almost unlimited number the 
author might have used. All concepts that have been 
verbalized can be expressed in many ways through the 
use of many different words. There may be many con-
cepts attached to a single word." 
14. 
In a previous review of research relating to vocabulary develop-
ment, Seegarsl concentrated on 11 the vocabulary difficulties found in 
textbooks and other materials and the extent to which such materials 
facilitate or millitate against develppment of vocabulary and thinking." 
He comments : 
1. "Increasing attention is paid to area and depth of 
meaning not simply to aingle or isolated meanings. 
2. Studies clear:cy- shOW' the effect of experience, en-
vironment, and stimulus upon the use of language 
and the developnent of vocabulary in particular. 
3. If through concrete experiences or other sui table 
stimuli children are encouraged in or made to fe 1 
the need of expression, they will use words in-
telligently. A word is difficult or easy to a 
child not in proportion to the incidence of its 
general use but according to the amount and type 
of association the child (or adult) has with the 
concept for which the word stands. 11 ' 
Several studies on the develo:r:ment of specifi c meaning vocabularies 
1. J. -conrad Seegars, 11Recent Research in Vocabulary ~velopment," 
Elementary English Review, (February, 1946), 23 :61-68. 
15. 
ha-re been made. Osburn, Hungtington and Meeksl experimented with the 
understanding of the vocabulary of relationships, (bigger than, smaller 
than, etc.), that kindergarten children had. They ascertained that the 
language and vocabulary of relativity lacked meaning for most kinder-
garten children and is missing in the most part from the reading 
vocabulary. 
Hennessey2 surveyed kindergarten children 1s understanding of words 
alike in sound but different in meaning . She concluded that while one 
meaning of a particular word was clear to the child he might have a 
complete lack of meaning or a hazy concept for any other meaning of the 
same word. 
3 . Vocabulary Studies and Word Lists 
This section will summarize research on word lists; studies of 
total vocabulary; studies of speaking vocabularies; and studies on the 
vocabulary of the readers . 
Lorge, discussing the history of word counts over the centuries, 
quotes Weiss3 as stating that: 
1. W. J. Osburn, M. Hungtington, and V. Meeks, "language of Relativity 
as Related to Reading Readiness, 11 The Journal of Educational 
Research, (April, 1946), 39:583-60 • 
2. Hennessey, op. cit. 
3. I. H. Weiss Dor Dor Wedorshav (Hebrew: The Generations of Research) 
Vol. IV. p. 212) 6th Edition Wilna 1911) (.ls cited in Lorge). 
"Word counts to estimate common background, 
hOW'ever, are not new. As ear~ as A. D. 900 the 
Thalmudists counted the words and individual ideas 
so they could know how many times each word appear-
ed in the scroll and hOW' frequently each word 
appeared in an unusual sense as compared with its 
usual sense. 11 
Lorge comments :1 
"Any estimate of the range of words and their 
meanings that azy- person is likely to meet in his 
experience helps the educator to gain some idea of 
the probab~ extent of common intellectual back-
grounds as well as to establish some goals for the 
II development of them all . 
The spontaneous speaking vocabulary of young children. - The 
Child Stuqy Committee of the International Kindergarten Union lists 
2,500 words of greatest frequency from a total of 7,000 different 
words secured by combining numerous studies of the actual spoken 
vocabulary of pre-school children. 
16. 
Other researchers, including Corcoran, Hodgkins~ Bruton,3 and 
1. Irving Lorge, ltlNord Lists as Background for Communication," 
Teachers College Record, 45:543-552, May, 1944. 
2. A. M. M. Hodgkins, The Tabulation of the S!ontafieous Speaking 
Vocabul.a1h of 162 TWo to Five Year · Old Chi dren, unpublished 
MaSter t s es is, Boston University, 1947. 
. . 
3. Phyllis A. Bruton, et. al. , Si:akinf Vocabulary of First 
Grade Children, Unpublished ster s Thesis, Boston 
Uhiversity, 1955. 
17. 
Dempseyl have contributed to our knowledge of the spoken vocabulary of 
young children. 
Corcoran studied the speaking T cabulary of 291 kindergarten 
children in two schools with varied socio-economic backgrounds through 
spontaneous conversation, discussions stimulated by questions and pictures. 
She recorded 2,425 different words with a running count of 65,523 words.2 
Hodgkins tabulated the spontaneous speaking vocabulary of 162 two 
to five year olds of a high socio-economic level in a nursery school in 
Boston. The word count was 207,956 with a total of 2, 792 different 
words.3 
Bruton, et. al. recorded the speaking vocabulary 615 first grade 
children _using a "!lriety of_ techniques. A total of 101,980 running 
words were recorded with 774 being common to all of the techniques used.4 
Dempsey_ et. al. made a study based on the collection of several 
vocabulary studies at Boston University. They diseuss tb:l use of naming; 
dis c_ussions; mc::>vies; s~ring t~me; film strips; slides; viewmasters; 
dramatization~; let~er writing; and imagination as techniques to stimu-
late word responses. 
1. Katherine Jane Tiempsey, et. al., "A Compilation, Classi-
fication arid Comparison of Spontaneous S.peaking Vocabulary 
of Children in Kindergarten, Grade I, Grade II, and Grade 
III, Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University, 
1956. 
2. Claire T. Corcoran, et. al., "The Speaking Vocabulary of 
Kindergarten, Grade T, Grade II, and Grade III", Un-
published Master's Thesis, Boston University, 1955. 
3. Hodgkins, op. cit. 
4. Bruton, et. al., op. cit. 
18. 
Murphyl published a list which summarizes several group studies 
of the spontaneous speaking vocabulary of children in kindergarten 
through the third grade. A running count of 1,195,098 words was taken 
. . 
from 70 classes. Kindergarten children, whose words were presented 
regardless of frequency, had a running count of 371,281 words. 
According to Shibles2 "A survey of literature on estimated size 
of understanding vocabulary of first grade children for the past sixt,y 
years has revealed definite disparity among the conclusions of teachers, 
educators, research specialists and the results of actual testing." 
He asserts that Kirkpatric, Terman, Brandenburg and Neher who made 
early estimates in the size of vocabulary, limited their samples be-
cause they used an abridged dictionary to select representative words 
to use in administering tests. 
later on Seashore, Eckerson, and Mary K. Smith also concluded that 
it was the size of the · dictionary used rather than the size of the 
sampling which was the deciding factor in estimating vocabulary size. 
Shibles criticizes the methods of Dolch and Madcrah E. Smith, who 
used oral and written compositions of children in addition to recordings 
1. H. A. Murphy, "Spontaneous Speaking Vocabulary of Children in 
the Primary Grades," Journal of Education, (December, 1957). 
2. B. H~ Shibles, "How Many Words Does A First Grade Child 
Know, 11 Elementary English Review, (January, 1959) 36:42. 
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-. 
of children's spoken responses and conversations, as too limited. He 
contends that no matter how many subject areas are employed, one can-
not possibly hope to cover completely an individual's experience. 
Their findings range from Dolch 1 s low estimate of 2, 70.3 words as late 
as 19.30 to Smith's estimate of 2.3,700 words in 1941 using an unabriged 
dictionary. 
Shibles, himself studied 18.3 bilingual and monolingual children 
with similiar socio-economic leTels from seven Maine communities. He 
used the English Recognition Test by Seashore and Eckerson and the 
Oilifornia Test of Mental Maturity. He tested each child orally and 
individually. 
He concluded that: 1 
1. First grade children apparently have much 
larger understanding vocabularies than has 
been previously estimated. (He estimates 
26,.36.3). 
2. Utilization of an unabriged dictionar,Y as 
a basis of word samplings has resulted in 
substantially greater understanding vocabu-
lary estimates • 
.3. The size of the understanding vocabulary of 
first grade children seems to have a fairly 
steady grcwth with measured intelligence. 
4. Bilingual children need more language teach-
ing in grade one than do monolingual children. 
1. B. H. Shibles, "How Many Words Does A First Grade Child 
Know?" Elementary English, (January, 1959) 36:42-7. 
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Word lists. - Among the first word lists was Thorndike 1s A 
Teacher's ilord Book of 10,000 ords. The list contained words taken 
from children's literature, the Bible, and English Classics. A total 
of 21 sources was used. later, Thorndike extended his list to include 
a total of 20,000 words. This more extensive list used about 400 
sources. The words were listed according to the frequency with which 
they appeared in the sources used.l 
Ga.tes,2 in 1935, published a list of 1811 words he considered 
suitable for use in all forms of material in grades one, two, and three -
es_pecially in . grades one and ~o. This was a revision of his Primarz 
Reading List published in 1926. 
Buckingham and Dolch, working for some time on grade vocabularies, 
made public the results of a study involving 20,000 children and 
2, 700,000 words. This research, titled the Free Association Stugy, 
resulted in tentative vocabulary lists for grades tlvo through eight. 
Later, they combined this list with several other vocabulary studies 
to form a Combined Word List.3 
In 1944, Thorndike and Lorge further extended their Word Book to 
1. E. L. Thorndike, .A. Teacher's ord Book of 20i000 Words (Revised) 
New York Bureau of PUblications, Teacher *s CO lege Columbia 
University, (1932). c.w. 1931. 
2. Grades, 
3. B. R. Buckingham· and Dolch, A :Combined ord List, Boston, 
Ginn and Company, 1936, pp. 185. 
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include a total of 30,000 words. In this book they suggest that the 
following number of words selected from their list should be taught 
for permanent knowlege: 
Grades One and Tw-o 
Grade Three 
1,069 
952 
The number of words they suggests hould be taught increases with 
each succeeding grade to Grade Nine with 1,442 words. They suggest & 
total of ll, 728 words to be taught in the elementary grades and they 
propose that graduation from high school may be made conditional upon 
the lmowledge of at least 15,000 words.l 
Such a proposal may not be unjustifiable. Seashore and Eckerson,2 
trying to devise a test which would estimate the total size of the 
general English vocabularies in terms of dictionary entries, contend: 
11 
•••• vocabulary is closely related or an essential 
part of the complex abilities known as general intelli-
gence and reading comprehension, while the speed of 
reading is largely an independent variable, at least 
within the limited range of college students.•• 
Rinsland3 investigated the basic vocabulary of elementary school 
children. In an attempt to present the frequency of the use of words, 
1. Edward L. Thorndike and Irving Lorge, The Teacher's Word Book 
of 30,000 Words, New York, Teacher's College, COlumbia uni-
versity-, 1944. 
2. R. H. Seashore and 1. D. Eckerson, "The :Measurement of Individual 
Differences in General · English Vocabularies, 11 Journal of 
Educational Psychology, 31:25 (1940). 
3. Henry D. Rinsland, A Basic Vooa.bul~ of Elementary School 
Children, The Macmillin COmpany, NewYork, 194;. 
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grade by grade, from all sections of the country, he studied words 
written by children in Grades One through Three. Using 708 schools, 
he sampled a minimum of six million words - a total of 25,632 
different words. He presents a graded listing of these words in his 
book, A Basic Vocabulary of Elementary School Children. 
Dolch, on the other hand, refutes the idea that word use and word 
knowledge are the same. He cites several examples to prove t hat this 
is a false asswnption. He contends that one factor which upsets this 
assumption is that of opportunity. Word counts still leave the question 
of how many children how any certain word. He alleges that beyond the 
point of describing the use of words by a few children, word counts 
are tthopelessly unreliable because of the factors of opportunity and 
emotional set. 1 1 
"Children do not speak and write about everything 
they know. Instead they speak and write about the 
things they have a chance to speak and write about or 
ab6ut the things they are interested in or attracted 
to. 11 
A possible solution to this problem, Dolch contends, is the testing 
of word lmowledge through fields of interest. In defense of the use of 
1. E. W. Dolch, "Tested liord Knowledge Vs. Frequency Counts, 11 
Journal of Educational Research, {February, 1951), 
44:457-470. 
fields of interest to test children's word lalow1edge, he writes :1 
"Most studies of 'all children 1s vocabulary' are 
very expensive and only give us surface knowledge of 
children's vocabulary or the 'most common meaning' 
for any word and then very little beyond a mere ac-
quaintance meeting." 
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The alternate to such a stuczy, Dolch suggests, would be a stuczy of 
what children lmow in a particular field. The study of a limited field 
of interest would be within the ability of a single person or . insti-
tution and such a study could go into the depth of meaning, i.e. 
''What do children know about flowers or radio, etc." 
The vocabulary load of the readers. - The vocabulary load of the 
readers of first grade children has long been a source of concern to 
educators. 
Hockett,2 in discussing the advances made in the field of readin~ 
instruction states: 
"One significant development is the graving recog-
nition of the importance of the vocabulary burden of 
reading materials with consequent improvement in the 
character of the books produced for children. Scientific 
control of vocabulary is most important during the 
primary grades and especially during the first half-
year of reading. tt 
1. E. W. Dolch, "Vocabulary· Study .Made by Fields of Interest," 
Elemen~ English, (May, 1955), 32:283-288. 
2. J. A. Hockett and D. P. Neeley, "Comparison of the Vocabularies 
of Thirty-three Primers, 11 Elementary School Journal, (Decem-
ber, 1936), 37:190 - 202. 
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Pre-primer vocabularies. - Later, serious study was devoted to 
the vocabulary load of the pre-primers. In 1937, Hayward and Ordway 
tabulated the Tocabularies of 15 pre-primers published from 1933 to 
1936. They revealed 350 different words and a total of 13,667 running 
. . 
words. Only three words, "a", "mother", and 11 the 11 were listed in 
all 15 books .1 
Carson2 made a page by page tabulation of eleven pre-primers. 
She dis covered 111 words common to all of the books • The books were 
rated by degree of overlapping vocabulary in order to estimate the 
difficulty of a pre-primer when supplementing other pre-primers and 
to gather evidence concerning the wisdom of extensive use of pre-primers 
in the early stages of reading. She infers that even with the moot 
favorable rating over half of the vocabulary in a supplementary pre-
primer will be new to the child. 
Gentry3 made a study of the vocabulary load of 66 pre-primers 
with copyright dates since 1930. A total of 600 different words was 
found. Two hundred and fifty of the words were found in three or 
more pre-primers. One hundred and twenty-five words appeared in nine 
or less. 
1. W. G. Hayward and Nancy Ordway, ''Vocabulary of Recently 
Published Pre-primers, tt Elementary School Journal, 
(April, 1937), 37:608-617. 
2. Louise Geddings O:l.rson, 11 The Use of Pre-primers: A 
Teacher•a · Point of View," Elementary School Journal, 
(December, 1942), 43:225-233. 
3. Lillian Gentry, "A Study of the Vocabulary Load ot 
Sixty-six Pre-primers, u Journal of Educational Re-
search, 43. 
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First reader vocabularies. - P.ackerl reported on an analysis 
of 10 first readers published before 1918. He found 3,541 different 
words of which 2,948 appeared four times or less and 2,565 appeared 
less than 10 times. 
Beck, 2 studying the vocabulary load of eight first readers pub-
lished in 1926 or 1927, found a total of 1,336 different words. Only 
42 words were common to all eight of the readers and 706 words appeared 
on~ in one book. 
Primer vocabularies. - In one of the earliest studies of primer 
vocabularies Selke and Selke, in 1921, studied the vocabularies of 12 
reading series. They revealed 16,636 different words of which 783 
occured in on~ one book. Only 38 words were common to all 12 books .3 
Hockett's analysis of 33 primers published between ~923 a~d 1~3~ 
• # •• 
inclusive shows the combined vocabulary of these books to be 174,076. 
The total number of different words was 1, 713. Only 25 words were 
found in all 33 books.4 
1. J. T. Packer, National Society for the Study of Education, 
Vocabularies of Ten First Readers, TWentieth Yearbook, 1921, 
P.art If, · PUblic School PUblishing Company, Bloomington, 
Illinois, PP• 127-144. 
2. Mae Miller Beck, ttvocabulary of First Readers," Peabody 
Journal of Education, (January, 1929), 6:224-227. 
3. Erich Selke and G. A. Selke, "A Study of the Vocabularies 
of Beginning Books in Twelve Reading Methods, 11 Elementary 
School Journal, (June, 1922), 23:745-749. 
4. Op. cit. 
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Some researchers have devoted time to the study of the inclusive 
vocabulary of all readers used in the first grade from the pre-primers 
to the first readers. A notable example of this type of study is the 
analysis of first grade reading material by Nolan.l Nolan investigated 
the vocabulary of 121 first grade readers. The group contained 42 
pre-primers, 38 primers and 41 first readers published from 1930 to 
1940. A total of 2,691 different words was found. The pre-primers 
contained 720 different words while 1,400 different words and 2,526 
different words were found in the primers and first readers respectively. 
Reeve2 tabulated all the words introduced in each of seven reading 
series. Cmitting proper names of characters, pets and toys, and counting 
root words were common to all seven of the series and an additional 41 
words were common to at least six. Two hundred and thirty-one of the 
633 different words appeared in only one of the series. 
4. other Factors in Vocabulary 
Development 
Sex. - Research shows that on the average the vocabulary of boys 
1. Kearney C. Nolan, ltAn · Analysis of the Vocabulary of First 
Grade Readin~ Material, 11 Journal of Educational Research, 
(March, 1950), 43:481-493. 
2. 0. R. ·ReeTe, ttvocabulary of Seven · Primary Reading Series, 11 
Elementa~ English, (April, 1958), 35:237-239. 
is larger than that of girl.s. Gray,l Brandenberg,2 and others 
concur with these findings . Many studies, however, show the ear4'" 
superiority of girls as a group over boys in vocabulary and word 
fluency. Doran3 found that up to the age of four or five, girl.s 
have a larger vocabulary than boys, but tha. t beyond tha. t age the 
opposite is true. 
Schweisinger4 attributes the apparent advantage of very young 
girl.s to the early appearance of speech in the female. Russell 5 
believes that this superiority of girls in linguisitic achievement 
may be balanced toward the end of the elementary school age by the 
higher scores which boys as a group make on general information tests • 
Intelligence. - Schweisinger6 found high correlations between 
intelligence and vooo.bulary. She considers intelligence a higb4'" 
significant factor in the development of vocabulary. 
1 . Gray and Hdmes, The Development of Meaning Vocabularies in 
Reading, op. cit . 
2. G. c. Brandenberg, "Psychological Aspects of language," 
Journal of Educational Psychology, (June, 1918), 9:313-332. 
3. E. W. Doran, "A Study of Vocabularies, n Pedagogical Seminary, 
(December, 1907), 14:401-438. 
4. G. c. Schweisinger, "Factors Related to Vocabulary Growth," 
Teacher's College, Columbia University Monograph, New York, 
211:7 . 
5. David H. Russell, The Dimensions of· C'.aildren 's Meaning Vocabu-
laries in Grades Four throuru; Twelve, University of Ql.lifornia. 
Press, Berkley, 1954, pp. 3 -346. 
6 . Op. cit. 
Gray and Holmes agree with Schw'eisinger. They assert: "The 
evidence is conclusive that intelligence is a highly significant 
28. 
factor in the acquisition of a meaning vocabulary." They report that 
some investigators go so far as to contend that a well conceived 
vocabulary test may be safely substitutes for an intelligence test.l 
Brandenberg2 discovered a coefficient of correlation of .69 
between scores on a combination of several intelligence tests and 
vocabulary. Elwood3 reveals a high correlation between mental age 
and vocabulary. 
Socio-economic background. - Gray and Holmes observe that 
"Various studies show that pupils from a limited social and economic 
background or environment usually rank lower in vocabulary tests than 
pupils who are reared under more favorable economic conditions. 
Russell acknowledges, "Underprivileged children know proportion-
ately more name words and fewer polysyllabic words than do those that 
live in privileged areas.n4 
1. Gray and Hollunes, op. cit. 
2. Brandenberg, op. cit. 
3. M. J. EJJrood, 11A Preliminary Note on the Vocabulary Test 
in the Revised Stanford-Benet Scale Form L," Journal of 
Educational Psychology, (November, 1939), 30:632=634. 
4. Russell, op. cit. 
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Vocabulary gra.vth is complex in nature depending upon experience 
background, the development of a meaning vocabulary, sex, socio-
economic status and intelligence. 
It is important that the teacher determine the vocabulary know-
lege and experience background her children have in relation to the 
basal system she is teaching . 
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PIAN OF THE STUDY 
CHAPTER II 
PLAN OF THE STUDY 
This chapter will embody: 
1. Books used in the study 
2. The selection of the words 
3. The selection of the experiences 
4. Preparation and description of the tests 
5. The population 
6. Administration of the tests 
1. The Books Used 
Readers from three basal series that the children will use 
when they enter first grade were examined to determine the w·ords and 
experiences common to them. Each series contained three pre-primers, 
one primer, and one first reader, making a total of fifteen books. 
The following is a list of the books usedf. 
Scott, Foresman and Company, New YOrk, 1952 
Curriculum Foundation Series 
We Look and See 
We Work and Play 
We Come and Go 
Fun With Dick and Jane 
Our New Friends 
Ginn and Company, Boston, 1957 
Ginn Basic Readers 
My Little Red Sfory Book 
My Little Green Story Book 
My Little Blue Story Book 
On Cherry Street 
Row, Peterson and Company, White Plains, New Y0 rk, 1957 
The Alice and Jerry Basic Reading Program 
Sktp Along 
Under the Sky 
Open the Door 
Day In and Day Out 
Round About 
2. The Selection of the Words 
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The vocabulary of the fifteen books was listed alphabetical-
ly and a check placed under the name of each series in which the 
word appeared . A total of 573 different words was found in the 
combined books . 
Table I shows the 573 words and the series in which they 
were found . The words are presented alphabetically in three lists 
according to the frequency counts in the series . Words with a 
series frequency count of three are listed first; secondly, those 
with a frequency count of two; and lastly, those words which appeared 
in only one series are listed . 
Table I. Total Vocabulary of 573 Words Found in the Combined 
Books and the Series in Vlhcih They Were Found a 
WORDS OF G A&J T WORDS 01 G A&J 
a X X X 3 find X X X 
again X X X 3 for X X X 
all X X X 3 from X X X 
am X X X 3 fun X X X 
and X X X 3 funny X X X 
apples X X X 3 get X X X 
are X X X 3 give X X X 
as X X X 3 go X X X 
at X X X 3 going X X X 
ate X X X 3 good X X X 
away X X X 3 good-by X X X 
baby X X X 3 green X X X 
back X X X 3 had X X X 
ball X X X 3 happy X X X 
barn X X X 3 have X X X 
basket X X X 3 he X X X 
be X X X 3 help X X X 
big X X X 3 hen X X X 
Billy" X X X 3 her X X X 
birthday X X X 3 here X X X 
blue X X X 3 hill X X X 
boat X X X 3 him X X X 
bow-wOW" X X X 3 his X X X 
boy X X X 3 home X X X 
bump X X X 3 house X X X 
but X X X 3 how X X X 
called X X X 3 I X X X 
came X X X 3 in X X X 
can X X X 3 is X X X 
come X X X 3 it X X X 
could X X X 3 Jack X X X 
day X X X 3 jumped X X X 
did X X X 3 just X X X 
do X X X 3 kitten X X X 
dog X X X 3 know X X X 
do.m X X X 3 laughed X X X 
duck X X X 3 like X X X 
eat X X X 3 little X X X 
egg X X X 3 look X X X 
farm X X X 3 looked X X X 
fast X X X 3 make X X X 
father X X X 3 man X X X 
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T 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
a. Code: CF - Curriculum Foundation Series; G - Ginn Basic Readers; 
A&J -Alice and Jerry Basic Reading Program; T - Total Series in 
which the word was found. 
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Table I (Continued) 
WORDS CF G A&J T WORDS CF G A&J T 
may X X X 3 so X X X 3 
me X X X 3 some X X X 3 
mew X X X 3 something X X X 3 
mother X X X 3 soon X X X 3 
Mr • . X X X 3 splash X X X 3 
must X X X 3 store X X X 3 
my X X X 3 surprise X X X 3 
new X X X 3 thank X X X 3 
next X X X 3 that X X X 3 
night X X X 3 the X X X 3 
not X X X 3 then X X X 3 
now X X X 3 there X X X 3 
of X X X 3 they X X X 3 
old X X X 3 this X X X 3 
on X X X 3 three X X X 3 
one X X X 3 time X X X 3 
other X X X 3 to X X X 3 
out X X X 3 too X X X 3 
over X X X 3 took X X X 3 
party X X X 3 toy X X X 3 
pet (s) X X X 3 two X X X 3 
play X X X 3 up X X X 3 
please X X X 3 wagon X X X 3 
pocket X X X 3 walk X X X 3 
pony X X X 3 walked X X X 3 
put X X X 3 want X X X 3 
quack X X X 3 wanted X X X 3 
rabbit X X X 3 was X X X 3 
rain X X X 3 we X X X 3 
ran X X X 3 went X X X 3 
red X X X 3 were X X X 3 
ride X X X 3 what X X X 3 
rooster X X X 3 where X X X 3 
run X X X 3 white X X X 3 
said X X X 3 who X X X 3 
sang X X X 3 will X X X 3 
sat X X X 3 with X X X 3 
saw X X X 3 work X X X 3 
she X X X 3 yes X X X 3 
sleep X X X 3 you X X X 3 
snOH X X X 3 your X X X 3 
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Table I (Continued) 
WORDS CF G A&J T rYORre CF G A&J T 
about X X 2 frog X X 2 
after X X 2 garden X X 2 
airplane X X 2 girl X X 2 
animal X X 2 goat X X 2 
around X X 2 grand-
asked X X 2 :rather X X 2 
bird X X 2 grand-
black X X 2 mother X X 2 
Bobby X X 2 guess X X 2 
book X X 2 has X X 2 
box X X 2 head X X 2 
bround X X 2 hear X X 2 
Bunny X X 2 hello X X 2 
by X X 2 hide X X 2 
call X X 2 hop X X 2 
cake X X 2 hurry X X 2 
candles X X 2 ice-
cannot X X 2 cream X X 2 
car X X 2 into X X 2 
cat X X 2 jump X X 2 
catch X X 2 let's X X 2 
children X X 2 letter X X 2 
cluck X X 2 liked X X 2 
color X X 2 lost X X 2 
cold X X 2 many X X 2 
corn X X 2 m3t X X 2 
cow X X 2 moo X X 2 
Dick X X 2 money X X 2 
dinner X X 2 monkey X X 2 
dolls X X 2 morning X X 2 
door X X 2 l4rs . X X 2 
every 4 X 2 name X X 2 
faster X X 2 nest X X 2 
fat X X 2 no X X 2 
fell X X 2 nothing X X 2 
fish X X 2 oh X X 2 
five X X 2 once X X 2 
flowe~s X X 2 open X X 2 
fly X X 2 organ X X 2 
found X X 2 paint X X 2 
four X X 2 pennies X X 2 
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Table I {Contine d) 
WORDS CF G A&J T WORDS CF G A&J T 
picnic X X 2 across X 1 
pig X X 2 afraid X 1 
pretty X X 2 Alice X 1 
puddle X X 2 along X 1 
road X X 2 always X 1 
rolled X X 2 alone X 1 
say X X 2 an X 1 
school X X 2 Andrew X 1 
sled X X 2 another X 1 
sleepy X X 2 antlers X 1 
sing X X 2 any X 1 
squirrel X X 2 ask X 1 
stay X X 2 autumn X 1 
stop X X 2 aunt X 1 
stopped X X 2 bad X 1 
story X X 2 bag X 1 
street X X 2 ball on X 1 
sun X X 2 bang X 1 
Susan X X 2 bank X 1 
tail X X 2 barn-
take X X 2 yard X 1 
talk X X 2 bear X 1 
them X X 2 bed X 1 
thing X X 2 began X 1 
think X X 2 behind X 1 
thought X X 2 bell X 1 
Tom X ~ 2 Ben X 1 
tomorrow X X 2 best X 1 
town X X 2 Betsy X 1 
train X X 2 better X 1 
us X X 2 Betty X 1 
very X X 2 bicycle X 1 
water X X 2 Bill X 1 
wee X X 2 break-
well X X 2 fast X 1 
when X X 2 bread X 1 
why X X 2 bring X 1 
window X X 2 broken X 1 
wish X X 2 brook X 1 
woman X X 2 build X 1 
worked X X 2 bundle X 1 
yellow X X 2 bus X 1 
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Table I (Continued) 
WORUS CF G A&J T WOR!lS CF G A&J T 
busy X 1 farmer X l 
buttG>n X 1 feather X 1 
buy X 1 feed X 1 
buzzed X l feet X 1 
cabbage X 1 fence X 1 
can't X l fine X l 
cap X l fire X l 
Carl X 1 first X 1 
carry X l fisher-
chair X 1 man X 1 
cherry X 1 flew X 1 
chicken X 1 flip X 1 
chicks X 1 followed X 1 
church X 1 food X 1 
city X 1 foot X 1 
clikety X 1 fox X 1 
coasting X 1 Fred X 1 
coat , X 1 friend X 1 
cock-a- frisky X 1 
doodle doo X 1 gallop-
coming X 1 ing X 1 
cookie X 1 gas X 1 
cowboy X 1 gate X 1 
cried X 1 gave X 1 
cross X 1 gay X 1 
crying X 1 glad X 1 
dance X 1 geese X 1 
danced X 1 gobble X 1 
dark X 1 gone X 1 
dear X 1 got X 1 
deer X l graY' X 1 
delighted X l grew X 1 
don't X l groceries X l 
doing X 1 growr X l 
drop X 1 hat X l 
drum X l helped X 1 
early X 1 himself X 1 
ears X 1 hole X 1 
eating X l hone7 X 1 
Ellen X 1 hoppity-
enough X 1 hop X 1 
everyone X l horse X l 
everywhere X l hug X l 
family X l hurt X l 
far X 1 i.t X l 
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Table I (Continued) 
WOROO CF G A&J T OROO CF G A&J T 
I'll X 1 nap X 1 
Jane X 1 never X 1 
Jerry X 1 nightingale - X 1 
Jill X 1 off X 1 
Jim X 1 or X 1 
jingle X 1 our X 1 
Jip X 1 painted X 1 
lady X 1 pan X 1 
lamb X 1 parade X 1 
last X 1 Pat X 1 
laugh X 1 patsy- X 1 
legs X 1 Patty- X 1 
learns X 1 la.uline X 1 
leaves X 1 peep X 1 
let X 1 Paddy X 1 
live X 1 Peter X 1 
lived X 1 plant X 1 
long X 1 played X 1 
looking X 1 playing X 1 
lovely X 1 pole X 1 
l.Bc 1s X 1 pool X 1 
made X 1 pop X 1 
Ma-ma X 1 postman X 1 
Jlary X 1 puff X 1 
lfartha X 1 push X 1 
maybe X 1 pushed X 1 
merry-go- race X 1 
round X 1 read X 1 
~nd X 1 reading X 1 
mender X 1 ready X l 
milk X 1 really X 1 
mill X 1 right X 1 
Miss X 1 ring X 1 
mitten X 1 robin X 1 
mouse X 1 round X 1 
m11ch X 1 running X 1 
muffs X 1 ribbon X 1 
Nan X 1 river X 1 
Nancy X 1 Sa~ X 1 
scat X 1 
seat X 1 
Table I reveals that 167 of the 573 words were found in all 
three of the series examined; 122 words were found in at least two 
of the series and 284 words appeared in on~ one series . 
Because the writer wanted a vocabulary which would be repre-
sentative of all three series, the 284 words which appeared in only 
one of the series were deleted. 
A total of 289 words rem:l.ined which were common to at least 
two of the three series. 
Since the data gathering instrument involved the use of pictures, 
it was necessary that the 289 words be termed pictorial or non-pictorial 
as follows: 
:Pictorial 
all 
apples 
at 
ate 
Words Common to Three Series 
away (running away) 
baby 
back 
ball 
barn 
basket 
big 
blue 
boat 
bow-wow 
boy 
can 
dog 
down 
duck 
eat 
Non Pictorial 
a 
again 
am 
and 
are 
as 
be 
Bil:cy-
birthday 
bump 
but 
called 
came 
come 
could 
day 
did 
do 
fast 
find 
Pictorial. 
egg 
farm 
for (toy for a boy) 
father -
get 
give 
green 
help 
hen 
hill 
home 
house 
in 
jumped (jumping) 
kitten 
little 
look (looking) 
make (making) 
man 
mew 
mother 
Mr. 
on 
one 
party 
pet (s) 
pla.y 
pocket 
pony 
quack 
rabbit 
rain 
red 
ride 
rooster 
sat 
sleep 
snow 
store 
three 
time 
toy 
two 
up 
wagon 
walk 
wanted 
went 
white 
work 
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Non-Poctorial 
from 
fliD 
funny 
go 
going 
good 
good-by 
had 
happy 
have 
he 
her 
here 
him 
his 
how 
I 
is 
it 
Jack 
just 
know 
laughed 
like 
looked 
me 
met 
must 
my 
new 
next 
night 
not 
now 
of 
old 
other 
out 
over 
please 
put 
ran 
run 
said 
sang 
!!t~W 
£ee 
she 
so 
Pictorial 
airplane 
animal 
around 
bird 
black 
book 
box 
brown 
B~ 
by 
cake 
candles 
car 
cat 
children 
cluck 
lf ords Conunon to Two Series 
Non-Pictorial 
some 
something 
soon 
splash 
surprise 
thank 
that 
the 
then 
there 
they 
this 
to 
too 
took 
walked 
want 
was 
we 
were 
what 
where 
who 
will 
with 
yes 
you 
your 
Non-Pictorial 
about 
after 
asked 
Bobby 
called 
cannot 
color 
cold 
every 
fell 
guess 
has 
hear 
hurry 
into 
let 1s 
liked 
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Pictorial 
corn 
cow 
dinner 
dolls 
door 
faster 
fat 
fish 
five 
flowers 
fly 
folUld 
four 
frog 
garden 
girl 
goat 
grandfather 
grandmother 
head 
hide 
hop 
ice cream 
jump 
letter 
many 
moo 
money 
·monkey 
Mrs. 
nest 
open 
organ 
paint 
pennies 
picnic 
pig 
puddle 
puppy 
road 
rolled 
school 
sled 
sleepy (sleeping) 
stop 
street 
SliD 
tail 
town 
train 
water 
wee 
Window 
woman 
worked (ing) 
yellow 
42. 
Non-Pictorial. 
morning 
no 
nothing 
oh 
once 
say 
sing 
stay 
·stopped 
story 
Susan 
take 
talk 
them 
thing 
think 
thought 
Tom 
tomorrow 
us 
very 
well 
when 
why 
'Wish 
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Of the words common to three series, 76 were deemed pictorial. 
Seventy-three of the words common to two series were pictorial. 
The writer first considered the 76 pictorial words common to 
three series . It was first decided to use all of these . When the 
pictures were selected, however, it was found that: (1) the word 
party could not be used because it was extremely dif~icult to picture 
an experience in which both a party and a non-party activity were 
present. (2) the word pocket was deleted because it would be too 
small an item on a total experience scene. (3) the words ~and 
~ could not be used because they could not logically be tested 
together in one experience s cene. 
Next the 73 pictorial words common to two series were reviewed. 
It was decided that words from this list would be used only when tmy 
could logically be tested on the experience picture protrayed. 
After the experience pictures were selected, it was found that 
the following pictorial words common to two series oould logicalzy 
be tested: 
airplane cluck found road 
around car (s) four rolled 
black dolls garden tail 
book (s) door girl stop 
box faster letter street 
brC11lll fire l5rs. window 
car {s) flowers nest woman 
catch fly opem yellow 
Using the above criteria and lists, 104 items were finally 
selected to be tested. 
(rolls) 
44. 
In addition to the 104 items, the words orange, purple, seven, 
and six, with six arbic numeral3 were tested to ccmplete the measure-
ment of color and number experiences respective~. 
Three words ~' ~~ and down were tested twice because a second 
concept of those words was pictured. 
In all 117 i terns were tested. 
4. The Selection of the Experiences 
In order to measure the experience background of the Children, it 
was considered nece ary to group the 117 items under the follOt'fing 
general experience areas which were common to all of the series. 
I. Animal and Farm Life - 22 words 
II. Family Life - 15 words 
III. Community Life - 11 words 
IV. Children's Activities - 14 words 
V. Toys - 7 words 
VI. Colors - 9 words 
VII. Numbers - 16 words 
VIII. Miscellaneous - 23 words 
Belar is the classification of the 117 items under the experience 
headings. 
45. 
I. Nature 
Animal and Farm Life 
1. apples 12. nest 
2. barn 13. pets 
3. bo.v-wow 14. quack 
4. cluck 15. rabbit 
5. COW'S 16. rooster 
6. dog 17. tail 
1· duck 18. pony 
8. eggs 19. garden 
9. hen 20. cl<M"ers 
10. kitten 21. hill 
11. mew 22. trees 
II. Family Life 
1~ baby 9· mother 
2. door 10. Mr. 
3. father 11. Mrs. 
4. girl 12. woman 
5. home 1,3. eating 
6. house J.4. boy 
1· letter 15. sleeping 
8. man 
III. Canmuni ty Life 
1. airplane 7· rolled (rolls) 
2. cars a. school 
3~ fly 9· store 4. helps 10. WindON 
5. work (ing) 11. street 
6. road 
IV. Children's Activities 
1. ate 8. running 
2. books 9· ran 
3 • basket 10. walking 
4. jumps 11. catch 
5. playing 12. darn (on seaswa) 
6. playing ball 13. up (on seasaw) 
1· ride J.4. ran 
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v. !£l!. 
1~ boat 5~ box 
2. wagon 6. toy oar 
3~ dolls 7. ball 4. toys 
VI. Colors 
l. red 6~ black 
2. orange 7~ br01111 
3. yellar 8. white 
4. green 9. blue 
5. purp+e 
VII. Number Concepts 
1. two 9· 4 
2. three 10. 5 
3. four ll. 6 
4. five 12. 7 5. six 13. big 
6. seven 14. little 
1· 2 15. time 
8. 3 16. all 
VIII. Mia cella.neous 
1. at 13. wanted 
2. around 14. up (street) 
3. away 15. darn (street) 
4. can 16. in 
5~ faster 17. look 
6. found 18. not 
1· get 19. stop 8. give 20. back 
9· making 21. for 
10. made 22. sat 
u. on 23. went 
12. open 
The word farm was not listed above because it required an oral 
response and was therefore only- tested with a sampling of the children. 
5. Preparation of the Tests 
Since the ld.ndergarten children could not read; it was necessary 
to use pictures in order to determine their vocabulary knowledge and 
experience background. 
To keep the data gathering instrument easy to handle, simple and 
interesting to young children, it was decided to select several pictures 
in which as much of the vocabulary as possible was incorporated. 
The following criteria was set up for the selection of the pictures: 
1. Each picture must portray clearly, concisely and 
authentically the concept or experience field to 
be tested. 
2. Each picture must shOW' the object in proper size 
rel.a tiona hip but large enough to be readil\r seen 
and easi~ identified. 
3. kch picture must portray at least seven of the 
words to be tested. 
4. Each picture must be colorful and interes~:i.ng. 
Readiness books and magazines were scanned for sui table pictures. 
It was found that readiness workbooks contained the pictures which 
were best suited. Five readiness warkbooks were used. They are: 
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Betts, Emmett A., and Mable O'Donnell, The New Here We Go. 
Row, Peterson and Company, Evanston, Illinois, 1955. 
Hildreth, Gertrude, et. al., My First School Book (To 
accompany Reading Readiness Charts 1 through 36) John 
c. Winston and Company, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1951. 
Durrell, Donald D., and Helen B. Sullivan, Look and Say. 
World Book Company, Booton, Massachusetts. 
Durrell, Donald D., and Helen B. Sullivan, My New Friends. 
World Book Company, Booton, l&:l.ssachusetts, 1950. 
Clark, John R. , et. al. , let's Count. World Book Company, 
Yonkers on the Judson, 1953 . 
Description of the Tests. - The ll7 items were tested through the 
use of nine experience pictures embodying the following scenes: 
Test No. of ords 
Tested 
I Farm Life 18 
II Family Life (Outdoors) 20 
I I I Family Life (Indoors) 13 
IV Toys 17 
v The ;Community 11 
VI Children's Activities 7 
VII Colors 9 
VIII Story Book Friends 10 
IX Numbers 12 
49. 
Though many words which were previously grouped as miscellaneous 
were tested under the experience area of storybook friends, it was 
felt that the pictures aided in clarifying the concepts tested. 
A check sheet containing the child's name, birth date, and the 
list of items to be tested with each experience picture was duplicated 
for each child. 
As the examiner called the word t .]le child was requi:t ed to point 
to the item named or talked about . 
The word 11no" was written on the check sheet beside each incorrect 
response and a check (,/ ) placed beside each correct response for easy 
scoring . 
The tests were individual . Testing time for each child was approx--
imately thirteen minutes., 
~he tests and a copy of the check sheet are found in the Appendix 
of this study. 
6. The Population 
Ninty-five children; forty-five boys and fifty girls, living in a 
southern Negro community, who entered Junior Primary One grade in 
September, were tested. Most of them had recently moved from the slum 
areas of a large industrial city into a new low-rent housing project 
in that city. A stipulation for living in the housing project is that 
the families must have low economic resources. 
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The entrance age for Children in Junior Primary One is five years 
as of September 30. February entrance, previously a policy in the 
system bad just been dropped so many of the children were older. 
The mean chronological age of the group was five years and five 
months. 
Since it is a policy of the school system that no standardized 
test be administered during the kindergarten year, the only available 
measurement of the mental maturity of the group was the Metropolitan 
Readiness Tests, Forms S administered one year later to more than 
three fourths of the group. The mean rating of the group tested was 
ncn or "average" and the mean percentile rank was 69. This indicates 
the group was of average mental ability. 
7. The Administration of the Tests 
Permission to administer the tests. - Before the tests were to 
be administered, the writer contacted the school principal asking her 
permission and cooperation. 
The school principal contacted the Director of the Department of 
Research for Public Schools. A conference was held with the Director 
of the Department of Research and the writer. As a result of the 
conference full permission was granted to administer the tests. 
The Testing. - Three teach9rs of Junior Primary One grade 
volunteered to assist the writer in administering the tests. 
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Before the testing two conferences were held with the assisting 
teachers to acquaint them with the procedures and purposes for testing. 
Since Junior Primary teachers work in part time shifts at the 
school, it was decided that morning teachers would test afternoon 
children and afternoon teachers would test morning children at times 
predetermined by the teacher&. The children were tested individually. 
Testing time was approximately thirteen minutes for each child. The 
writer tested daily but the assisting teachers; tested only when free 
from other duties . The testing period was approximately one and a 
half months . 
When the testing was to be done, both teacher and child were 
seated comfortably at a low table. The teacher said: 
11We are going to play a little game with pictures . 
I am going to show you some very pretty pictures . I 
want you to look very carefully and point to the one 
I call. " 
The picture was put in front of the child. He was allowed to 
cormnent on it before the words were called. Then the teacher asked 
the child to 11Find the barn,"• •••••••••• etc. She checked the 
child's responses on the check sheet, placing a check ( I ) after 
each correct response and writing 11no11 after the incorrect ones . 
Only one word, farm, required an oral response. The child was 
shown the farm s'Cene and asked, "This is a picture of what?" Only 
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a sampling of the children was asked to respond to this question. 
Teachers were instructed to make encouraging remarks along 
the way but not to comment after each picture the child found. 
The data for this experiment are analyzed in Chapter III. 
CHA.PTER III 
ANALISIS OF THE. DATA 
CHAPI'ER III 
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 
The purpose of this study was to determine the word know-
ledge and experience background 95 kindergarten children have in 
relation to three basal reading systems . 
The data were analyzed to determine: 
1 . The difficulty of the words 
2. Sex differences in the knowledge of the words 
3. The difficulty of the eight experience areas 
4. Sex differences in the knowledge of the areas 
Table II shows the rank order of difficulty of the items 
and the percentage of difficulty of each item (the percenLage of 
difficulty being the percentage correct subtracted from 100%) for 
the 95 children .. 
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Table II. The Rank Order of Difficulty of the ll7 Items 
No. COrrect %-age %-age o:r 
Word Responses Correct Difficulty 
ball 95 100 0 
dolls 95 100 0 
fire-truck 95 100 0 
girl 95 100 0 
man 95 100 0 
mother 95 100 0 
wagon 95 100 0 
playing ball 95 100 0 
kitten 94 98.9 1.1 
baby 94 98~9 1.1 
father 94 98.9 1.1 
rolls 94 98.9 1.1 
schools 94 98.9 Ll 
woman 94 98.9 1.1 
toys 94 98.9 1.1 
rabbit 94 98.9 1.1 
cars 94 98.9 1.1 
dog 93 97~8 2.2 
street 93 97.8 2.2 
window 93 97.8 2.2 
boy 93 97.8 2.2 
playing 93 97.8 2.2 
little 92 96~8 3.2 
word 91 95.8 4.2 
working 91 95.8 4.2 
flowers 91 95.8 4.2 
all 90 94.6 5.4 
box 90 94.7 5.4 
black 90 94·7 5.4 
store 90 94.7 5.4 
car (toy) 89 93.7 6.3 
duck 89 93·7 6.3 
time 89 93.7 6.3 
big 88 92.6 7·4 
CCMS 88 92.6 7.4 
rooster 88 92.6 7·4 
tail 87 91.6 8.4 
down 87 91.6 8.4 
:ror 86 90.!.) 9.5 
letter 85 89.5 10.$ 
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Table II ( Continue~ 
No. COrrect %-age %-age of 
Word Responses Correct Difficulty 
can 85 89.5 10.$ 
door 85 89 .5 10.5 
up 84 88 .4 11.6 
white 84 88 .4 11.6 
sleeping 84 88.4 11.6 
on 84 88 .4 11.6 
at 84 88 .4 11.6 
pony 82 86 ~3 13-7 
basket 82 86.3 l3 . 7 
airplane 82 86.3 13 ~ 7 
Mr . 81 85 .3 14.7 
house 81 85.3 14-7 
sat 81 85 .3 14~7 
boat (toy) 80 84.2 15~8 
walking 80 84. 2 15.8 
open 79 83 . 2 16.8 
two 79 83 . 2 16.8 
2 78 82 .1 17.9 
yellar 78 82 .1 17~9 
ride 77 81.1 18.9 
away 76 80. 0 20.0 
running 76 80.0 20.0 
making 75 78 .9 21. 1 
went 75 78 .9 21.1 
hen 73 76. 8 23 .2 jumping 73 76.8• 2.3 .2 
dancing 72 75 .8 24.2 
not 71 74-7 25 .3 
made 71 74· 7 25.3 
brown 71 74· 7 25 .3 
r:cy 71 74-7 25 .3 
back 70 73 · 7 26.3 
3 69 72 .6 27.4 
green 69 72 .6 27 .4 
barn 69 72 .6 27.4 
three 69 72 .6 27.4 
eggs 68 71.6 28 .4 
blue 66 69 .5 30.5 
stop 66 69.5 30.5 
5 65 68.4 .31.6 
in 65 68.4 .31.6 
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Table II (Continued) 
No. COrrect %-age %-age of 
Word Responses Correct Difficulty 
down 65 68.4 31.6 
home 62 65.3 34·7 
up 62 65.3 34.7 
helps 61 64.2 36.8 
Mrs. 60 63.2 36.8 
quack 57 60.0 40.0 
purple 57 60.0 40.0 
give 56 58.9 J.a..l 
IDeW' 55 56.9 43.1 
ran 53 55.8 44.2 
red 53 55.8 44.2 
road 52 54.7 45.3 
4 52 54.7 45.3 
pets 51 53-7 46.3 
ate 51 53-7 46~3 
nest 51 53/7 46.3 
6 51 53~7 46~3 
7 50 52.6 47-4 
cluck 50 52.6 47.4 
orange 49 51.6 48.4 
garden 47 49~5 50.5 
hill 45 47~4 52~6 
jumps 45 47.4 52.6 
wanted 45 47.4 52.6 
eating 44 46 3 53-7 
books 44 46.3 53·1 
tound 39 41.0 59.0 
look 38 40~0 60.0 
four 36 31·9 62.1 
get 33 35-1 64.3 
catch 31 32.6 67~4 
bow-wow 31 32.6 67.4 
around 29 30.5 69.5 
.taster 29 30.5 69.5 
five 25 26.3 13·1 
seven 25 26.3 73· 7 
six 23 24.2 76.8 
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Table II shows the rank Drder of difficulty of the 117 items. 
There were eight items known by all of the children. They were: 
ball, dolls, fire truck, girl, man, mother, wagon, and playing ball. 
Six was the most difficult item, known by only 24.2 percent of the 
children. 
Seventeen i terns were unknown by more than fifty percent of the 
children. They were : 
Word 
garden 
hill 
jumps 
wanted 
eating 
books 
found 
four 
get 
catch 
bow-wow 
aro'I.Dld 
faster 
five 
seven 
six 
% of Difficult;y: 
50.5 
52.6 
52.6 
52.6 
53.7 
59.0 
60.0 
62~1 
64.3 
67.4 
67.4 
69.5 
69~5 
13·7 
73.7 
73·7 
It is interesting to note that ~ and EE' tested for two diff-
erent concepts have different percentages of difficulty. _!!£ and 
down on a seesaw ranked higher in correct responses than ~and down 
on a street. 
Table III shows the sex differences in tre items. 
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Table III. Sex Differences in Each Item 
%-age Correct Responses % of Difficulty Difi'eren ce l 
Word Boys Girls Boys Gir~ of% 
ball 100 100 0 0 0 
dolls 100 100 0 0 0 
fire truck 100 100 0 0 0 
girl 100 100 0 0 0 
man 100 100 0 0 0 
mother 100 100 0 0 0 
wagon 100 100 0 0 0 
playing ball 100 100 0 0 0 
kitten 97.8 100 2. 2 o.o 2.2 
baby 100 98 o.o 2 .. 0 -2 . 0 
father 100 98 o.o 2.0 -2. 0 
rolls 100 98 o.o 2. 0 -2.0 
school 100 98 o.o 2.0 -2.0 
woman 100 98.0 o.o 2. 0 -2.0 
toys 100 98 .0 o.o 2. 0 -2.0 
rabbit 97 .8 100. 0 2. 2 o.o 2.2 
cars 100 98 .0 o.o 2. 0 -2 .0 
dog 100 96 .0 o.o 4.0 -4.0 
street 95 .6 100. 0 4.4 0~0 4.4 
window 100 96 .0 o.o 4.0 -4. 0 
boy 95 .6 100 4.4 o.o 4.4 
playing 95.6 96 .0 4. 4 4.0 0~4 
little 97.8 100 2. 2 o.o 2~2 
working 93 .3 98 .0 6. 7 2.0 4.7 
flowen 97 .8 94. 0 2 ~ 2 6.0 -3~8 
all 95 .6 94. 0 4. 4 6.0 -2.6 
box 100 90.0 0 ~ 0 10.0 -10.0* 
black 93 .3 98.0 6. 7 2~0 4~7 
store 95 .6 94.0 4.4 6.0 -1.6 
oar (toy) 95.6 92 . 0 4. 4 8. 0 -3 .6 
duck (toy) 100 88 . 0 o.o 12.0 -12.0* 
time 95 .6 94. 0 4. 4 2. 0 2.4 
big 91.4 94. 0 8. 6 6.0 2.6 
cows 93 .3 94. 0 6. 7 6. 0 0.7 
rooster 95 .6 90.0 4. 4 10.0 -5.6 
tail 91.1 92 . 0 8. 9 6. 0 0.9 
down 95 -6 88 . 0 4. 4 12 . 0 -7. 6 
for 91. 1 90.0 8. 9 10.0 -1. 1 
1. Boys llinus Gir lB * Obtained difference of 10% or more 
Table III (Continued) 
%-age Correct Responses % of Difficulty Difference 
Word Boys Girls Boys Girls of % 
letter 88.9 90.0 ll.l 10.0 1~1 
can 88.9 90.0 ll.l 10.0 1.1 
door 84.4 94.0 15.6 6.0 9.6 
up 93~3 84.0 6.7 16~0 -9.3 
white 82.2 94.0 6~2 6.0 0.2 
sleeping 93.3 84.0 6.7 16.0 -9.3 
on 88.9 88.0 11.1 12.0 -0:9 
at 88~4 82.0 6~7 18~0 -ll;3* 
pony 88.9 84.0 17.8 6~0 4.9 
basket 86~7 86.0 13-4 11.(.o -o.-7 
airplane 91.1 82.0 8.9 18.0 -9.1 
lfr. 86.7 84.0 13.4 16.0 -2.7 
house 84.4 86.0 15.6 14.0 1.6 
sat 86.7 84.0 13~4 16.0 -2.7 
boat (toy) 97~8 98.0 2.2 2.0 0.2 
walking 93~3 76.0 6.7 24.0 -17.3* 
open 88.9 78.0 ll.l 2~2 10~9* 
two 91.1 76~0 8~9 2.4 15.1* 
2 75.6 88.0 24.4 12.0 12~4* 
yellav 71.1 94.0 28.9 6.0 22.9* 
ride 88.9 72.0 ll.l 28.0 -16.9 
away 82.2 78.0 17.8 32.0 -14.2* 
running 77.8 82.0 22.2 18.0 4.2 
making 75.6 82.0 24~4 18~0 6.4 
went 75.6 82.0 24.4 18.0 6~4 
hen 75.6 78.0 25.4 22~0 2.4 jumping 77.8 76.0 22.5 24.0 -1~8 
dancing 84.4 68~0 15.6 32.0 -16.4* 
not 82.2 68.0 17~8 32.0 -14.2* 
made 77.8 72.0 22 .2 28.0 -5 ~8 
brown • 71~1 78~0 29.0 22~0 6.9 
fly 88~9 62~0 ll.l 38.0 -26.9* 
back 86.7 75;o 13.3 22;o -8.7 
3 62.2 82.0 37.8 16.0 19.8* 
green 62.2 82.0 37.8 18.0 19.8* 
barn 73.3 72;o 26.7 28.0 -1.3 
three 66.6 78.0 33.4 22.0 11.4* 
eggs 82.2 62.0 17.8 38.0 -20.2* 
blue 60.0 78.0 40.0 22.0 18.0* 
stop 71.1 68.0 28.9 32.0 -3.1 
5 68.9 68.0 32.1 32.0 0.9 
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Table III (Continued) 
%-age Correct Responses % of Diffi cu1 ty- Difference 
Word Boys Girls Boys Girls of% 
in 82.2 56.0 17~8 44.0 -26.2* 
down 74.4 64.0 26S 34.0 -10~4* 
home 71.1 60.0 29.8 40. 0 -ll.l* 
up 66~4 64~0 33.4 36.0 -2.4 
help:~ 73.3 56.0 26.7 44.0 -17.3* 
Mrs . 73~3 54.0 27~7 46.0 -19~3* 
quack 75~6 46.0 24.4 54.0 -29~6* 
purple 62.2 58.0 37.8 42.0 -12. 2* 
give 57·7 60.0 43.3 40.0 2~3 
mew 64.4 52~0 35.6 48. 0 -12.4* 
ran 62~2 50.0 37.8 50.0 -12.2* 
red 55S 56.0 44.5 44~0 o.s 
road 68.9 42.0 31.1 58.0 -26~9* 
4 55.5 54.0 44.5 46.0 - 1.5 
pets 68.9 40.0 46~3 60~0 -8 . 9 
ate 57-7 50.0 46.3 50.0 - 7-7 
nest 55.5 52.0 44.4 48. 0 -3.5 
6 51.1 56.0 40.9 44.0 - 5.1 
7 53 .3 52 .0 46. 7 48.0 1.3 
cluck 44~4 60.0 55.6 40.0 J.5 . 6 
orange 46.6 56.0 53.4 44.0 9·4 
garden 55.5 44.0 44-5 56.0 1.5 
hill 66.6 30.0 33.4 70.0 -36~6* 
jump:~ 55.5 40.0 44.5 60.0 -15.5* 
wanted 42 .2 52.0 57.8 48 .0 9.8 
eating 42. 2 50.0 57.8 50.0 8.8 
book 53 -3 40.0 46. 7 60.0 -13.3* 
found 40.0 42.0 68.0 58.0 2.0 
look 42 .2 38. 0 57~8 62.0 4~2 
four 28 .8 46. 0 71.2 54.0 17. 2 
get 37.8 32.0 62 .2 68 . 0 - 6.8 
catch 33.3 32 .0 66.7 68.0 
- 1.3 
bmr-wow 26 .6 38. 0 73 ·4 62.0 ll.4* 
around 28.8 32.0 71.2 68.0 3.2 
faster 28.8 32. 0 71~2 68.0 3.2 
five 22 .0 30.0 77 ~ 8 70.0 7-8 
seven l3 .3 38 .0 86.7 62 . 0 14-7 
six 20.0 28.0 8o.o 72.0 8. o 
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Examination of Table III reveals that in thirty-four cases there 
was an obtained difference of over ten per cent in the difficulty of 
words fro boys and girls . 
In twenty-four of the thirty-four cases, girls had a greater 
percentage of difficulty. In ten of the oases, boys had a greater 
percentage of difficulty. 
Of the total group of 117 words it was found that: 
1 . Girls showed a greater percentage of difficulty in 
-
sixty cases , twenty-four of which might be called 
significant. 
2 . Boys showed a greater percentage of difficulty in 
49 cases , ten of which might be called significant. 
3·. There were eight cases which were even. 
We could conclude that the boys knowledge of the 117 words was 
slightly greater than that of the girls . 
Tables IV through XI were constructed in order to determine the 
sex differences in each experience area . 
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Table IV. Correct Responses By Sexes in the Area of 
Farm and Animal Life 
Number Correct %-age Correct %-age of 
Word Responses Responses Difficu1tv 
Total Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls 
kitten 94 44 50 97.8 100 2~2 o.o 
rabbit 94 44 50 97.8 100 2.2 o.o 
dog .93 45 48 100 96.0 o.o 4.0 
flowers 91 44 47 97.8 94.0 Ll 6.0 
duck 89 45 44 100 88.0 o.o 12.0 
rooster 88 43 45 95.6 90.0 4.4 10.0 
cows 88 42 46 93.3 94.0 6.7 6.0 
tail 87 41 46 91.1 94.0 8.9 6.0 
hen 73 34 39 75.6 78.0 25.4 22.0 
barn 69 33 36 73.3 72.0 '1!6.7 28.0 
eggs 68 37 31 82.2 62.0 17.8 38.0 
quack . 57 34 23 75.6 46.0 24.4 54.0 
mew 55 29 26 64.4 52.0 35.6 48.0 
nest 51 25 26 55.5 52.0 44.4 48.0 
pets 51 31 20 68.9 40.0 31.1 60.0 
cluck 50 20 30 44-4 60.0 55.6 40.0 
garden 47 25 22 55.5 44.0 44.6 56.0 
hill 45 30 30 66.6 30.0 33-4 70.0 
bow--wow 31 12 19 26.6 38.0 73·4 62.0 
In the area of Farm and Animal Life, the animals best known were: 
kitten, ~' rabbit, and dog. 
Aninsl Correct ResEonses Errors 
kitten 94 1 
rabbit 94 1 
dog 93 2 
duck 89 3 
The animals least known were ~' and~· 
Animal 
COW'S 
hen 
Correct Responses 
88 
73 
Errors 
1 
22 
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The animal sound 1'bow-wow11 was the least known item in the area, 
being unknown by 73.4% of the boys and 62% of the girls. There was a 
total of 64 errors on this word. 
other animal sounds ranked high in !\umber of errors. 
Sound 
quack 
mew 
cluck 
Correct Responses 
51 
55 
50 
Errors 
38 
40 
45 
Six differences in the area of Farm and .Animal Lite. From Table IV 
we determine that: 
1. The i terns best known to girls in the area of Farm 
and Family Life were : 
2. 
3. 
Items 
kitten 
rabbit 
dog 
The items 
Item 
-
dog 
duck 
flovrers 
The items 
Word 
hill 
bow-wow 
pets 
garden 
quack 
%-age of Difficulty 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
best known to boys were: 
%-age of Difficulty 
o.o 
0~0 
1.1 
least known to girls were: 
% of Difficultl 
70.0 
62.0 
60.0 
56.0 
54.0 
The i terns least known to boys were these: 
Item 
bOW'-'W'OiV 
cluck 
% of Difficulty 
73.4 
55.6 
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The mean percentage of difficulty for boys in the area was 23.0. 
The mean percentage of difficulty for girlB was 30.0. 
Yfe can conc.luda from these percentages that the area of Farm and 
Animal Life was slightly more difficult for girls than boys though not 
significantly so. 
The word ~which required an oral response tested on a sampling 
of the children. 
Twenty-five girls and twenty-five boys were asked "This is a 
picture of what?" Trlelve girlB answered correctly. Nine boys answered 
correctly. 
Other interesting responses to the question were: 11It is a farxoor 
in the dell" given by two boys; "It is a picture of animals" was the 
most common response. 
Table V shows the correct responses by sexes in the Area of 
Family Life. 
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Table V. Q>rrect Responses by Sexes in the Area 
Word 
mother 
girl 
man 
father 
woman 
baby 
boy 
letter 
door 
sleeping 
Mr. 
house 
home 
Mrs. 
eating 
these: 
of Family Life 
Number Correct %-age Correct %-age of 
Responses Responses Difficult;r 
Total Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls 
95 45 50 100 100 o.o o.o 
95 45 50 100 100 o.o o.o 
95 45 50 100 100 o.o o.o 
94 45 49 100 98.0 o.o 2.0 
94 45 49 100 98.0 o.o 2.0 
94 45 49 100 98.0 o.o 2.0 
93 43 50 95.6 100 4.4 o.o 
85 40 45 88.9 90~0 ll.1 10.0 
85 38 47 84.4 94.0 15.6 6.0 
84 42 42 93.8 84~0 6.2 16.0 
81 39 42 86.6 84.0 13.4 16.0 
81 38 43 84.4 86.0 15~6 14.0 
62 32 30 71.1 60.0 29.8 4o;o 
60 39 42 86.6 84.0 13;4 16~0 
44 33 27 73.3 56.0 26.7 44.0 
Mean % of Difficulty 9.1 13.4 
The easiest items for boys in the area of Family Life were 
Word 
mother 
girl 
man 
father 
woman 
baby 
% Difficulty 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
The easiest items for girls were: 
Word 
girl 
man 
boy 
% Difficulty 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
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The most difficult items tor boys were these: 
Item 
-
home 
eating 
% Difficulty 
29.8 
26.7 
The most difficult items for girls were the follaring: 
Item 
home 
eating 
% Difficulty 
40.00 
44.00 
The writer wishes to point out that the word eating was tested 
through a portrayal of an animal who was eating and may have required 
a greater power of visual discrimination than some other portrayal of 
the word. 
There ~ no significant difference in the mean percentage of 
difficulty for boys and girls . 
No item in this group was unlmown by more than fif1Qr per cent of 
the children. 
The mean percentage of difficulty for boys in the area of Fami~ 
Life was 9.1. 
The mean percentage for girls was 13 ,4. 
Table VI shows the correct responses by sexes in the area of 
Con:muni ty Life . 
Table VI. Correct Responses by Sexes in the Area 
of Community Life 
Number Correct %-age Correct %-age of 
Word Responses Responses Difficulv 
Total Boys Girl$ Boys Girl$ Boys Gir!a 
fire truck 95 45 50 100 100 0~0 o.o 
school 94 45 49 100 98.0 o.o 2.0 
rolls (on wheel$) 
94 45 49 100 98.0 o.o 2.0 
cars 94 45 49 100 98.0 o.o 2.0 
windOIY (of store) 
93 45 48 100 96.0 o.o 4.0 
street 93 43 50 95~6 100 4.4 o.o 
working 91 42 49 93~3 98.0 6~7 2.0 
store 90 43 47 95.6 94.0 4.4 6.0 
f4'" (airplane can) -
71 40 31 88.9 62.0 11.1 3.8 
hel~ 60 32 27 65.3 56.0 34.7 4~4 
road 52 31 21 68.9 42.0 31.1 5.8 
Mean % of Difficul'Gr 4.4 1.3 
The mean percentage of difficulty for boys in the area of Conununity 
Life was 4.4. The mean percentage of difficulty for girl$ was 1.3. 
The area of Community Life is slightly better lmown to girls but 
there is no significant difference. 
The easiest i terns for girls are belar: 
Item 
fire truck 
street 
The easiest items for boys were: 
Item 
fire truck 
% of Ditfi culty 
o.o 
o.o 
% of Difficulty 
o.o 
Word 
ball 
dolls 
wagon 
toys 
boat 
box 
toy car 
airplane 
Table VII. Correct Re~nses by Sexes in the Area 
of Toys 
Number Correct %-age Correct 
Responses Responses 
Total Boys Girls Boys Girls 
95 45 50 100 100 
95 45 50 100 100 
95 45 50 100 100 
94 45 49 100 98 .0 
93 44 49 97.8 98 .0 
90 45 45 100 90.0 
89 43 46 95.6 92 .0 
82 41 41 91.1 82 
Mean % of Difficulty 
68. 
%-age of 
Difficulty 
Boys Girls 
o.o o.o 
o.o o.o 
o.o o.o 
o.o 2.0 
2.2 2.0 
o.o 10. 0 
4.4 8.0 
8.9 18. 0 
1.9 6.3 
Three of the eight items in this area were known to all of the 
children. 
They boys knew all of the toys except three. 
We cannot call this difference in tl::e mean percentage of difficulty 
for boys and girls significant. 
Table VIII . Correct Responses by Sexes in the Area 
of Children ' s Activities 
Number Correct %-age Correct %-age of 
Word Responses Responses Difficulty 
Total Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls 
playing ball 95 45 50 100 100 o.o o.o 
playing 93 43 50 95 6 100 4.4 0.0 
dovm 87 43 44 95~6 88 4.4 12.0 
up 84 44 40 97.8 80.0 2.2 2.0 
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Table VIII. (Continued) 
lumber Correct %-age Correct %-age of 
Word Responses Responses Difficulty 
Total Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls 
basket 82 39 43 86.7 86.0 l3 .4 14 
qlking 80 42 38 93 .3 76.0 6. 7 24 
ride 77 40 37 88.9 72 .0 11.1 28 
running 76 35 41 77.8 82.0 22 .2 18 
jumping 73 35 38 77-8 76. 0 22 .5 24 
dancing 72 38 34 72 85 .5 68 . 0 15.6 
ran 53 28 25 62 . 2 50 37.8 50 
ate 57 26 25 57 ·1 50 46.3 50 
jumps 45 25 20 55 .5 40 44.5 60 
books 44 24 20 53 .3 40 46 .1 60 
catch 31 15 16 33 .3 32 66. 7 68 
Mean % of Difficulty 22. 97 30.67 
The easiest items for girls in the area of Children's Activities are 
playing ball and playing . 
Table VIII shc:.s no significant differences in the mean percentage 
of the area . 
Table IX. Correct Responses by Sexes in the Area 
of Colors 
Number Correct %-age Correct %-age of 
Word Responses Responses Difficulty 
Totai :Boys GirlS :Says Girls Boys tiiris 
black 90 42 48 93 .0 96.0 7.0 4.0 
white 84 37 47 82 .2 94.0 17.8 6.0 
yellow 78 32 46 71.1 94.0 28.9 6.0 
brown 71 32 39 71.1 78 .0 28.9 22 . 0 
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Table IX. (Continued) 
Number Correct %-age Corr ect %-age of 
ord Responses Responses . Difficulty 
'I'oW:I Boys tliriS Boys m:r:rs Boys !Jiris 
green 69 28 41 62.2 82 . 0 31. 8 18. 0 
blue 66 27 39 60. 0 78~0 40.0 22 . 0 
purple 51 28 29 62.2 58.0 37.8 42.0 
red 53 25 28 55.5 56.0 44.5 44.0 
orange 49 21 29 46. 6 56.0 53.4 44 . 0 
Mean % of Difficult,y 32.3 23.1 
No color word was !mown by all of the children. The color word 
best known by the children was black. The color least known was orange. 
Although girls had a lower mean percent of difficulty there were no 
significant differences. 
The color words known best to the girls were as follows: 
Word 
black 
white 
yellow 
% of Difficulty 
4. 0 
6 . 0 
6 . 0 
Those words best !mown to boys were: 
Word 
black 
white 
% of Difficulty 
7. 0 
17.0 
The color word with the larges t difference in percentage of diffi-
culty for boys and girls was yellow. 
This area shOHs the greatest difference in nean % of difficulty for 
boys and girls (9 . 1) in favor of the girls. We can conclude th:Lt girls 
were slightly more famaliar with the area of colors though not signi-
ficantly so. 
Table X. Correct Responses by Sexes in the Area 
of Numbers 
Number Correct %-age Correct 
Word Responses Responses 
Total Boys Girls Boys . Girls 
little 92 44 48 97 .8 96.0 
all 90 4.3 47 95 .6 96 .0 
time 89 4.3 46 95.6 92.0 
big 88 41 47 91.1 94.0 
two 19 41 38 91.1 76 .0 
2 78 34 44 75.6 88.0 
3 70 28 42 62 .2 84.0 
three 69 30 39 66.6 78 
5 65 31 34 68 .9 68.0 
6 51 23 28 51.1 56 
7 50 24 26 53 .3 52 
four 36 13 23 28 .8 46 
five 25 10 15 22 .2 30 
seven 25 6 19 13 .3 38 
six 23 9 14 20.0 28 
Mean % of Difficulty 
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%-age of 
Difficulty 
Boys Girls 
2.5 4.0 
4-4 6.0 
4-4 6.0 
8.9 6.0 
8.9 2.4 
24.4 12.0 
37.8 16.0 
33-4 22.0 
32.1 32.0 
40.9 44.0 
46.7 48.0 
71.2 54. 0 
77 .8 70.0 
86 . 7 62.0 
80.0 72.0 
38 . 2 32.4 
No number word or numeral was lmown by all of the children. 
The number i terns known best to boys were these: 
Item 
little 
all 
% of Difficulty 
2~5 
4.4 
The i terns least lmown to boys were these : 
Item 
four 
five 
six 
seven 
% of Di£fi cul ty 
71. 2 
17. 8 
86. 7 
80.0 
The items best lmown to girls were : 
Item 
little 
all 
two 
% of Difficulty 
4. 0 
6.0 
6. 0 
The i terns least known to girls were : 
I tem 
four 
five 
six 
seven 
% of Diff iculty 
54. 0 
70. 0 
62 . 0 
72 .0 
72. 
These particular children were more familiar with the number 
symbols than they were with the understanding of the concepts for 
which the symbols stand. 
Table XI . Correct Responses by Sexes in the Area 
of M:i.s cellaneous 
Number Correct %-age Correct 
Word Responses Responses 
Total Boys Gir1s Boys Girls 
for 86 41 45 91.1 90.4 
can 85 40 45 88 . 9 90.4 
on 84 40 44 88 .9 88 . 0 
at 83 42 41 93 .3 82 . 0 
sat 81 39 42 86.6 84.0 
open 79 40 39 88 .9 78 . 0 
;may 76 37 39 82 . 2 78 . 0 
went 75 34 41 75 .6 82 . 0 
not 71 37 34 82. 2 68 . 0 
made 71 35 36 77-8 72 .• 0 
back 70 39 31 86. 6 62 . 0 
stop 66 32 34 71. 1 68 . 0 
down 65 33 32 74-4 64.0 
in 65 37 28 82 . 2 56 .0 
up (street) 62 30 32 66.4 64.0 
give 56 26 30 57· 7 60. 0 
wanted 45 19 26 42 . 2 52 . 0 
found 39 18 21 40. 0 42.0 
look 38 39 31 86.6 73.7 
get 33 17 6 37. 8 32 .0 
around 29 13 16 28 . 8 32 
faster 29 13 16 28 . 8 32 
Mean % of Diffi cu1ty 
%-age of 
Difficulty 
Boys Girls 
8. 9 38.0 
11. 1 10. 0 
11. 1 12. 0 
6. 7 18. 0 
13. 4 16.0 
11. 1 2. 2 
17.8 22 .0 
24.4 18. 0 
17. 8 32.0 
22. 2 28. 0 
73 . 7 13.4 
38. 9 32 .0 
25.6 34. 0 
17. 8 44. 0 
33 ~4 36. 0 
43 .3 40. 0 
57. 8 48 . 0 
60. 0 58 .0 . 
13 -4 38. 0 
62 . 2 68 . 0 
71.2 68 . 0 
30.5 71. 2 
30.9 31.3 
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Table XI shows there is no significant difference in the diffi-
culty of the i terns for boys and girls . 
The item best lmown for boys was £2!.• The item best lmown for 
girls was 2!!· 
The item least known for boys was around. The item least known 
for girls was faster. 
Table XII shows the Rank order of difficulty of the items. 
Table XII. Rank Order of Difficulty of the Eight 
Experience Areas 
Area 
Toys 
Community 
Family Life 
Farm and Animals 
Children's Activities 
Colors 
Numbers 
Miscellaneous 
Mean Number of 
Correct Responses 
91.6 
83 .4 
83.4 
69 .5 
69.5 
68.6 
61.4 
6.4 
Table XII shows that the area with which children were most 
familiar was toys . The area with which they were least familiar 
was Miscellaneous, containing a number of verbs, adverbs and pre-
positions . 
Table XIII shows the frequency distribution of the total scores 
for 95 children. 
Table XIII. Frequency Distribution of 95 Scores 
Highest Possible Score - 117 
N - 95 
Scores 
107-110 
103-106 
99-102 
95- 98 
91- 94 
87- 90 
83- 86 
79- 82 
75- 78 
71- 74 
67- 70 
63- 66 
59- 62 
Mean - 88 .1 
Frequency 
6 
9 
7 
5 
11 
11 
14 
9 
10 
5 
3 
4 
1 
S.D. - 28 . 26 
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The highest possible score was 117. No child had a perfect score. 
The scores ranged from a high of 109 to a lCM" of 61. The standard 
diviation was 28.26. 
CHAPl'ER IV 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
CHA.PI'ER IV 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
In summary, let us review briefly the purpose of the experiment 
which was to determine the vocabular,y knowledge and experience back-
ground which 95 kindergarten children have in relation to three basal 
reading systems for the first grade. 
The three systems which the children will use wb.en they enter 
first grade were reviewed to determine the words common to them. First 
preference was given to words ~hich were common to all three series. 
Those which appeared in only one series were deleted. 
The 117 words selected were grouped into eight experience areas. 
The items were tested through the use of nine pictures so selected 
as to allow an element of choice in the child's selection of each item. 
The data were analyzed to determine the rank order of difficulty 
of the words; the sex differences in knowledge of the words and in 
knowledge of the experience areas; and the rank order of the dit.t'iculty 
of eight experience areas. 
The following conclusions may be drawn: 
1. The fact that a word or an experience appears in the reading 
materials of' several systems does not indicate that it is 
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within the comprehension level of the children who will use it. 
a. Seventeen of the 117 items were unlmown to fifty per 
cent or more of the children. 
b. No child knew all of the words. 
c. In no area was experience complete. 
2. The children do have some knowledge of the vocabulary of the 
readers. 
a. Eight of the items were known by all of the children. 
b. There was no item which was not lmown to some of the 
children. 
3. The boys and girls differed in their knowledge of the words 
and experiences though the differences could not be called 
significant. 
a. Boys ranked slightly higher than girls in lmowledge of 
most of the 117 items. 
b. Boys had more complete knowledge in the experience 
areas of Farm and .&lirnal Life, Family Life, Toys, and 
Children's Activities. 
c. Girls had more complete knowledge in the experiences 
of Connnunity Life, Colors, and Numbers . 
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4. It is evident from this study that the kindergarten children 
in this community need a program of enriched and broadened 
experiences before they can be successful with first grade 
reading material. 
a. The area of Toys was most familiar to the children. 
b. The area of Miscellaneous, containing a number of 
verbs, adverbs, and prepositions, was least known. 
c. Indicative of their low socio-econmic background, 
the children had noticeably lower scores on such 
items as garden, pets, books, and Mrs. 
5. The teacher needs to be especially cognizant of concept 
building in all of her planning. 
a. The children's knowledge of number symbols (arabic 
numbers) was more complete than the concepts for 
which they stand. 
b. The fact that the children had different scores on 
the same words ~ down, C!£!!, etc., indicates that 
concepts of those words are hazy. 
CHAPTER V 
SUJGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
. ·' 
CHAPTER V 
SUGGESTI ONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
The following suggestio~s are made for further research: 
1 . Repeat the experiment using a different socio-economic 
group. 
2. Analyze the data in regard to chronological age. 
~ -
3. Analyze the data in regard to intelligence scores. 
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APPENDIX 
THE TESTS 
SUJGESTIONS FOR AD.UNISTERING THE TESTS 
The tests are individual and should take approximately thirteen 
minutes per child. (A good plan might be to test two children a clay) . 
The child should be seated comfortably beside the teacher . 
Say: " 1e are going to play a little game with pictures. 
I am going to show you scme very pretty pictures. 
I want you to look ver,y carefully and point to the 
one I call. " 
General Directions . 
In order to keep the child's interest and to keep him doing his best 
work, the teacher might insert such phrases as: 
Now point to the - -
Ncv show me the - -
other encouraging remarks may be made along the way. Do not comment 
after each picture the child finds . 
Give the child time enough to find the picture but donot linger on 
any one . 
Mark a check ( on the check sheet when the child points correctly. 
Write "no" when he does not . 
After a few tests, the teacher may discard the question sheets and 
call the words straight from the check sheet. 
1. Find the barn. 
2. Find the cows. 
3. Find the dog. 
4. Find the~· 
TEST I 
THE F.AR.Y 
5. Find something that lays ~· 
6. Find the kitten. 
1· Find sc:mething that says "quack.'' 
8. Find sc:meone who is walking. 
9. Find something that says "bow-wowr." 
10. Find something white. 
ll. Find the hen. 
12. Find the girl. 
13. Find the cow that is at the water. 
l4. Find ::g of the cOifS • 
15. Find the sheep in ~ of the others. 
16. Find something that says "cluck. u 
17. Find a~· 
18. Find something that says "mew ... 

TEST II 
FAlillY LIFE - OUTDOORS 
1 . Find the animal ~ the cage~ 
2 . Find the animal ~ the cage . 
3. Find the animal that is eat in~ . 
4. Find someone who is playing . 
5. Find the animal that is sleeping. 
6 . Find a garden for flowers . 
7. Find someone who is making something . 
8. Find a home for the pets . 
9. Find the house . 
10. Find the~· 
11 ~ Find all of the pets . 
12 . Find the can. 
-
13. Find the rooster . 
14. Find the person who is .wor~ing . 
15. Find the door of the house. 
16. Find the basket . 
li 7. Find the rabbit . 
18 . Find the man. · 
-
19 . Find the woman . 
,.,.-----
1 . Find the babl• 
2. l ind the father. 
TEST III 
FAMILY LIFE - INDOORS 
3. Find the person who will get something . 
4. Find the person who will ~ something away. 
5. Find the person who wants someone to look . 
6. Find the mother . 
7. Find Mr. Smith. 
8 . Find Mrs . Smith . 
9. Find the toy that rolls . 
10. Find the letter. 
11~ Find the toy~· 
12 ~ Find all of the toys . 
13 . Find something that shows the time . 
~--- - ---

TEST IV 
TOlS 
1. Find the dolls • 
2. Find the big doll. 
3. Find the little doll. 
4. P'ind the airplane. 
5. Find the ball. 
6. Find the boat. 
7- Find a toy for the boy. 
8. Find a toy that jumps up. 
9· Find a toy to ti2! on. 
10. Find the books. ~ 
11. Find a box. 
12. Find the wagon. 
J3. Find a toy that can Qz. 
J.4. Find the toy that has a taU. 
15. Find a toy you can catch. 
l6. Find the toy ~. 
17. Find a toy that goes faster than the others. 
' •· . 

1. Find a street. 
2. Find the~· 
TEST V 
THE COMMUNITY 
3. Find the walk that goes aroUl'ld the park. 
4. Find a stor • 
5. Find something that tells the cars to stop. 
6. Find the. truck that is open in the back. 
7. Find the cars going ~the street 
8. Find the cars go~ ~ the street. 
9. Find a window. 
10. Find someone who helps people and cars to cross the street. 
ll. Find the tire truck. 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
1· 
TEST VI 
CHILDREN t S ACTIVITIES 
Find someone who is running. 
Find someone who is jumping. 
Find someone who is ;Elaying ball. 
Find the school. 
Find the road. 
Find the child who is ~on the see-saw. 
Find the child who is down on the aee~aw. 
-

Look at the picture: 
1. Find something brown. 
2. Find something orange. 
3. Find something black. 
4. Find something purple. 
5. Find something green. 
6. Find something~· 
1· Find something white. 
8. Find something blue • 
. -
9. Find something yellow. 
TEST VII 
OOLORS 
8 '. • 
40 
T~T VIII 
STORY BOOK FRIENDS 
1 . Find the picture of a little man who ran away. 
2. Find the picture of someone who sat on a wall . 
3. Find the picture that shows someone ~ the porridge . 
4. Find ·the pigs who ar'e dancing . 
5. f ind the picture of three animals who found something . 
6. Find the picture of two animals who ran after another . 
1. Find the picture that shows that one pig~ the strangest house . 
8. Find the picture that shows that two animals !!!:!. after another . 
9. Find someone who wanted a tail . 
10. Find two people who~ up a hill. 
11. Find the rabbit who is ~with his mother . 

as. 
TEST n_ , 
NUMBER EXPERIENCES 
Here is a little number game. I want you to listen and look 
carefully and point 'b the things I call. 
1 . Find the picture with~ animals in it . 
2. Find the number 2. 
(See that the child understand the difference between 
the pictures and the numbers) 
3. Find the picture with ~ animals in it. 
4. Find the number l · 
5. Find the picture with five animals in it. 
6. Find the number .2.· 
7• Find the picture with six animals in it. 
8. Find the number 6. 
9. Find the picture with ~ animals in it . 
10. Find the number !!.· 
11. Find the picture with seven animals in it. 
12 . Find the number 1• 
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